Cloud Pak for Data
FINANCIAL SERVICES SUCCESS

North American Regional Bank
A Regional Bank partnered with IBM to deliver a modernized analytics stack to assist with
several business initiatives while maintaining a lean technical organization.

Business Challenges

Partnership Achievements

To achieve a modern Cloud-like environment,
ideally behind their firewall, the bank needed
to develop a strategy to utilize or upgrade
their existing 700 SQL Server Databases and
an Oracle Enterprise Data Warehouse.

Cloud Pak for Data System provides the Bank
a single interface platform for end-to-end
enterprise analytics that immediately
leverages their many existing data sources.

Geography of the Bank’s headquarters made
attracting and retaining specialized and top
talent challenging.
Analytics efforts were slowed with
architecture and talent challenges; needed to
implement a long-term analytics strategy.
Highest data security, compliance, and
governance processes were required with any
modernization efforts.

Jointly developed analytics strategy
Regional Bank’s team joined IBM executives,
product managers, designers and developers in
the Silicon Valley Lab for a multi-day
collaboration workshop. Together the team
developed a long-term enterprise analytics
roadmap that will help the bank achieve its
strategic & modernization goals.

A simplified workflow environment, with
continuous upgrades and access to add-on
capabilities, allows a lean data science team
to collaborate and focus efforts effectively.
The platform performs automatic data
discovery and classification as well as builds
and saves templates for data scientists
eliminating many of the mundane tasks that
bog down most today – allowing valuable
teams to focus on high-value activities to
drive business value.
IBM’s Data Science Elite Team and partner
relationship with iOLAP provided confidence
in the execution of a roadmap to solve shortterm analytics needs while building a
foundation for future growth and capabilities
Met security requirements and compliance
and governance processes per California
Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) with a Hybrid
Cloud strategy.

Solution Makeup:
Cloud Pak for Data and Cloud Pak for Data System with premium add-ons for Data Stage, DB2
Warehouse on Cloud, Watson Knowledge Catalog, and InfoSphere Regulatory Accelerator, and
Services

